


“What is utopia but a machine made of man.”

Child of Man,
- R. Lutece, 1904
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YOUR PART IN THE PLAY

the aftershock trio



TIME FRAME
Sometime during 2208

SETTINGS
Earth (”Old Rapture” - Intro and Ending Sequence, and “The Edictal” - Ending Sequence)
Luna (Ore Mining Facility and Tranquility Base Transit Station)
Mars (City of Olympus and Zero One “Central”)
Europa (Sovereign Class Subsurface Ocean Fabricator Alpha-5)
Saturn (Aerofoil Turbine Pillar #13)
Titan (Enclave “Hard Light” Projection Platform D24)

CHARACTERS
“Post Rapture” Elizabeth (Player)
Booker DeWitt (Zero One Manifestation, and After Credits Sequence - refer to page 33)
“The Guide”/”The Archivist”/”The Chief Designer”/”The Geneticist” (Zero One)
Charles Hullton - Sovereign Fabrication Founder (Zero One)
Helen Brustle - Entropy Energy & Mining Founder (Zero One)
Henry Houser - Enclave Entertainment Founder (Zero One)
“Zero” (“within” Zero One)
The Overwatch (Zero One)
“Anabelle Mor” (”Mr. Diary” Recording - Ending Sequence)
Anna DeWitt (Zero One Manifestation, and After Credits Sequence - refer to page 33)

“CHILD OF MAN”
Darkness, senseless, and without comprehension, then you feel heat and the weight of existence arriving upon your being, followed quickly
by your stumble into a world long forgotten.  You soon recognize this place as Rapture, but it’s one you don’t remember, at least not to this
degree of distaste.  Revived, but quickly thrown aside as your Vita Chamber tears itself to pieces before you, you soon find yourself
amongst ruins, confused as to why you’ve been brought back to this lost tomorrow (See AfterShock: Chapter One for full intro sequence,
nickcaldwellcreations.com/aftershock-chapter-one).

AfterShock, the main game of a 3 part series/trilogy of experiences, once again has the player assuming the role of Elizabeth (post Burial
at Sea), who has been revived in what can only be described as “Old Rapture,” a future version of the underwater metropolis which now
finds itself “exposed” to a dead and sterile world (2208 sea level is below the “Rapture plateau,” causing it to become an island, see page 9).

Though alone at first, you quickly find yourself within the presence of an artificial construct named “Zero One,” which eventually guides
you to its “home” (where it had been “sleeping” up till now), the majestic, but also “dead” and deserted city of Olympus (situated atop
Olympus Mons, Mars, with it and other environments having a “Stuck in 1960’s Retro Future” vibe).  As the game progresses, you continue
to explore this exotic, yet “lifeless” time period along with Zero One and the many minds that have been “uploaded” to it (the former
physically forebears of the places you explore), all the while dealing with its “protector” The Overwatch (see page 21), and the seemingly
independent entity within Zero One know only as “Zero” (see next page).

Traversing Mars (as well as the Jupiter moon Europa, and Saturn and its moon Titan), Zero One, The Overwatch, “Zero”, and even
yourself, will become pieces to a puzzle that will determine the “nature” of the next tomorrow.

LlVED AND DlED
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EVENT TIME FRAME
31st of December, 2099

EVENT SETTINGS
Mars (The City of Olympus - Intro and Ending Sequence)
Earth (New York City, Terra Cruiser Group A - Over Atlantic Ocean, and Porter’s
retrofitted decommissioned missile silo estate in Granite Peak Montana)
Luna (Tranquility Base Transit Station, and “Outside”)
Saturn/Mars (Aerofoil Turbine Pillar #13, and Olympus - After Credits Sequence)

EVENT CHARACTERS
“Zero” (Player)
The “varied” inhabitants of New York, and ”Helping Hands”
The Overwatch (Zero One)
Jonathan Loch (Norm: Engineering Solutions Director)
Charles Milton Porter (Granite Peak Estate Recording)
Brigid Tenenbaum (GPE Recording)
“Post Rapture” Elizabeth (After Credits Sequence)
“Men of the Impossible” (Credits Sequence)

“A NIGHT THE STARS FELL”
As the first stand alone experience out of the 2 planned for the series, AfterShock: The Fall takes place on New Year’s Eve 2099
and has the player assuming the role of “Zero” itself (referred to as “it” since every time the game is played “Zero” takes on a
different appearance such as gender and skin color, but does not have the ability to speak verbally due to certain “errors”, see below).

With its origins dating back to Charles Porter’s so called “questionable” work during the Zero One Initiative in the late 1990’s, “Zero” is the
only “true” AI within the Zero One system (the rest is either uploaded minds, or the ”servant” that the pioneers of Olympus designed it originally
to be since Artificial Intelligence was strictly regulated).  And though Porter’s work was thought to be successfully removed from Zero One
itself, the fragmented code left behind was just enough to give rise to “Zero’s” existence in the long run (“digital evolution” you could say).
However, as a result of this, “Zero” is an extremely isolated entity, but also one that burns with curiosity, thus leading to its eventual
physical manifestation.  Using a cognition sphere, which were originally intended to allow the uploaded minds of Zero One to interact
externally with the real world, “Zero,” decides to visit Earth (specifically New York City for it’s unofficial moniker as capital of the world),
kicking off the events of the game.

Unfortunately, the visit takes place in a time when Zero One (Mars and its colonized worlds) and Humanity (Earth) no longer deal
with one another, due greatly in part to the “Edictal Tragedy” (more on that later), leaving the world seen in the game as one that is still
recovering from the economic fallout of losing Zero One’s contributions (along with criminal “UPGRADE” black markets, overpopulation,
and severe pollution/climate change, refer to NYC 2099 on page 15).  As for Zero One, upon choosing isolation from Humanity after being
blamed by the major powers of the world for the Edictal Tragedy (resulting in most of the population having a negative view point towards
it), the so called “Machine under the Mountain” has been in “sleep mode” ever since (”Zero” going around while Zero One still technically
“sleeps” causes the speaking error, as well as “locking away” other common abilities a cognition sphere would normally allow, refer to
character concepts on page 26).

As the game unfolds, “Zero” is exposed to both the best and worst sides of Humanity, eventually leading to a rather “nefarious”
discovery in particular which sets the ever still observant “Overwatch” (observes through “Zero”, who is not aware of this until it
starts taking matters into its own hands, refer to page 21) on a course (regardless if “Zero”/the player agrees with it or not)
to answer what it deems, “The Human Question.”

LlVES AND DlES
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TIME FRAME
7th of November, 2072 - Sometime during 2208 (via “Jump Incident”)

SETTINGS
Luna (Tranquility Base Transit Station, and Edictal Construction Ring/Edictal Boarding Platform R2)
“The Edictal” 
Earth (Upper Atmosphere, and “Old Rapture” - After Credits Sequence)

CHARACTERS
“Post Rapture”/Post UN Secretary General/Post Earth Ambassador to Mars/Post Genetic Re-write Eleanor Lamb - AKA: “Anabelle Mor” (Player)
Captain Arthur S. Edwards and Edictal Crew
“The Last Martian” (Flashback Encounter)
Sofia Lamb (Flashback Encounter)
“EVI” (Edictal Virtual Intelligence)
“You”/Edictal ”Vault” Survivor (After Credits Sequence)

“THE SECOND ODYSSEY”
AfterShock: Edictal is the second of the two stand alone experiences that will help flesh out/give new perspectives on what occurs and
is revealed during the course of the main game.  The year is 2072, and although relations between Zero One and Humanity aren’t at 
their best, the “Edictal” (and its “Eden Project,” see page 16) was being constructed in hopes of forging a new era of corporation and
coexistence between the two ways of “life” (Earth and the flesh of Humanity, and Mars/Space and its Machinery of the “Digital Society”
that now resides within Zero One).

The main protagonist this time around is Eleanor Lamb (still physically competent due to anti-aging effects of ADAM, though the
“official” story had the public see her as a poster child of modern medical science.  No one knows her real history/origins in Rapture for
obvious reasons).  Although in decades prior did she carry out her mother’s dream of making the world a better place, such as ending
the Cold War in the 70’s and uniting East and West in a single concentrated effort in space exploration (see page 18), she also later
became Earth’s ambassador to Mars in hopes of finding a middle ground between the worlds of Man and now “Machine.”  However,
many back on Earth saw Lamb as a dangerous “synthetic sympathizer,” and was eventually targeted for assassination in 2070.
Though she survived thanks to her ability to regenerate via her infusion of ADAM, her faith in Humanity (the current one, see below)
had been shattered, and she opted for exile, leaving the rest of the world to think she was no more.

It is here when the game itself takes place, 2 years later in 2072.  With the world spurred on by the “supposed” demise of their former
icon, it forges a partnership with Zero One in order to realize her ideals of a better future via cooperation by developing The Edictal,
a vessel which would pave the way for “Life” (both the natural and “digital”, and was labeled as “The Eden Project”) to the farthest reaches
of the cosmos thanks to advancements in “Quantum Jumping,” (refer to page 16) which now granted significantly larger vessels to achieve
such transportation self-sufficiently.  As for Eleanor, her desires for an era of “wholeness” between the two worlds being slowly forged into
reality, still sought out a new beginning via The Edictal and its “Eden Project.”  So much so, that she turned to using ADAM induced
genetic re-writing in order to create a new identity for herself (under the name ”Anabelle Mor,” which is an anagram of Eleanor Lamb)
so as too not just become a passenger, but also help “guide” the Eden Project along a path she figured to be the most “constructive”
(Lamb/”Mor” forms “The Family” and takes a leading role in “Vault” recruitment, again, refer to page 16).

The date is November 7th, 2072 and you (Lamb/”Mor”) embark upon the Edictal on its maiden voyage across the stars. However,
even the best of intentions, with the best planning and technology, can end up becoming the worst of nightmares when you have the
unfortunate privilege of being lost in both space and “time.”

WlLL LlVE ANDWlLL DlE
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THERE’S ALWAYS A CITY

the worlds of aftershock



“OLD RAPTURE”“OLD RAPTURE”
“Suggest making the most of it”

 - L (Note left for Elizabeth after she is revitalized)

During the events of AfterShock (specifically the time frame of the main game),
the failed undersea utopia of Rapture is a hulking shell of its former self.  Exposed
to the surface world that its ideals once tried to seal itself away from, Rapture
now finds itself corroding to both time and the elements.

In the wake of “The Fall” (which occurred 109 years prior to the events of the
main game of AfterShock) the global sea level had fallen drastically past the so
called “Rapture Plateau,” leaving the once proud city under the sea as an island,
lost amongst a vast desert landscape and an ocean of acidic water.  As for the
remnants of the city itself, “Old Rapture,” is a graveyard of towers and walkways
that are slowly crumbling away, along with piles of bone fragments from past
creatures of the deep and even former residents of the city
(as well as certain “visitors”).

Event wise, “Old Rapture,” is where the main game opens, as well as where it ends
(along with AfterShock: Edictal).  Though now a “dead” city, the fact that its ocean
location safe guarded it from the events of “The Fall,” coupled with it physically
surviving into the 23rd century to see itself be “exposed” due to severe ocean
boiling, allowed just enough of it to remain for events to be put into motion.
Such as the Lutece’s re-engineering a prototype Vita Chamber and using
Elizabeth’s genetic code which Suchong so generously left behind in his
Lab during the events of “Burial at Sea” to “revitalize” her, thus leading to
her discovery by Zero One (this would not of been possible if Rapture was
still under water, and thanks to the devastation of “The Fall,” someone had
to be “brought back”).  All of this, in order to perhaps fulfill a promise that
was made in a past era, albeit in a different light:

“One Man’s Vision,
Mankind’s Salvation”

THE LESS ADVlCE

THE BETTER

HIGH-RES URLS:
nickcaldwellcreations.com/beyond-the-sea
nickcaldwellcreations.com/past-is-prologue
nickcaldwellcreations.com/dimming-of-all-light

A PALPABLE CONVENlENCE
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OLYMPUSOLYMPUS
“Utopia without the People”

 - Zero One

Olympus is the Martian city which resides within the calderas of
Olympus Mons (largest volcano/mountain in the solar system),
and acts as the primary setting for AfterShock (the main game).

Founded in 1995 by the ISC (International Space Consortium, see page 18),
and later growing into an independent entity during the early half of the 21st
Century, Olympus quickly become the defacto capital of “space” (anything
that wasn’t Earth or the Moon).  From establishing colonies on the moons of
Jupiter, to setting up industry on Saturn and Titan, any and all decisions on
how “Tomorrow” was to be built went through THE “City on the Mountain.”

Composed of “monolithic” skyscrapers connected by a multi-tiered surface
level and the iconic Olympus “High Line” up above (this series’ version of
the Sky Lines/Pneumo Lines, but this time it’s a monorail transit system),
the city from afar almost has the appearance of being flames jetting out from
the very volcano on which it resides on (for reference, think Emerald City
from The Wizard of Oz, except yellow, orange, and red in color).  It should
also be noted that the city began its life underground while it waited for
the terraformation of the surface to be completed (short term being temp.
stabilization and oxygen production).  So basically, Olympus was “seeded”
like a plant, and grew out from the ground over time.

As the city grew in size, so did its appetite for technology.  An obsession
born from the need for people to “alter” their nature in order to adapt to the
harsh and demanding environments of space/other worlds.  And no other
project was more ambitious and impressive than the Zero One Initiative.

Designed to be the ultimate machine, it’s purpose was to aid Human
progress on Mars/throughout space by acting as a “servant” to its
bidding, relieving it of the stresses and hardships of not just space,
but everyday life in general.  In time though, the technology itself
would “consume” the society which it was built for, redefining what
it truly means to be “alive” (See “Zero One” on page 20).

THE ALWAYSNEGLECTED THlRDSlDE OF THE SAME COlN
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TRANQUILITY BASETRANQUILITY BASE
“Tranquility Base: Your first step towards the stars!”

 - TB Transit Station PA System

Thanks to certain “advancements” in technology (see page 18),
Humanity’s presence on the Moon continued beyond 1972’s
Apollo 17 mission.  Most note worthy was Apollo 20’s “Machine
on the Moon” expedition in 1974, which became a watershed
moment for robotics/autonomous machinery in space.

By 1978, “Tranquility Base” (named after the nearby landing site of
Apollo 11) was permanently established to act as a launching point
for Human missions to other worlds, such as Mars (cleared the way
for the first Mars landing in 1984 by the ISC, see page 18).  Later
on in 2070, the entirety of the Moon was chosen as the primary
location for the construction of the “Edictal” (built in orbit, giving rise
to the Moon’s iconic construction “rings,” which basically are massive
assembly lines that were used to put together major portions of the
ship, see “The Edictal” on page 16).

However, in the REALLY long term, and post “The Fall,” the
Moon’s mining facilities (which were initially used during the
construction of the Edictal) were re-purposed in 2208 by Zero One
(but directly controlled by The Overwatch, see page 21) in order to
carry out maintenance and repair protocols on the machine.  By mining
resources from both the Moon and Earth (with one mining location being
Rapture, which kicks off the events of the main game), new components
for Zero One (on Mars) were produced in order to deal with the ware
and tare that had occurred over time while it “slept.”

Game Note: The Tranquility Base Transit Station is a location
visited during all of the AfterShock games (see last page).

THE SPECTEROF “TOMORROW”

HIGH-RES URL:
nickcaldwellcreations.com/machine-on-the-moon 11



SOVEREIGNS
OF EUROPA
SOVEREIGNS
OF EUROPA
“Fabrication in Progress, Please Stand By...”

 - Interplanetary Series Fabrication Command Console

Colonized during the “Age of Expansion,”
Europa was mostly designated for industrial
use due to its sub-surface oceans being seen
as an ideal source for “cooling and containment.”

In time, the largest of entities to operate on the
Jupiter moon became Sovereign Fabrication
(which eventually fell under the jurisdiction of
Zero One in the 2060s), and their use of
“Sovereign” class fabricators (think of them
as giant submerged spherical 3D printers).

Bolstered by their ability to fabricate fully
functional private spacecraft (such as the “IP”
Series, see “IP #77” on page 27), it wasn’t
long until SF became the leading producer
of aerospace products for both the Earth
and Mars/Space.

As for it’s place in AfterShock (main game), it’s
the first world you visit and explore after getting
to Mars/Olympus.  The situation being that you
are trying to reach Saturn’s largest moon Titan,
but thanks to being able to “Quantum Jump” only
once from Olympus (due to Zero One going
through its “Repair Protocol,” plus the occurrence
of an “unfortunate” event), you'll need a
ship of your own to make it the rest of the
way there.  What could possibly go wrong?

WHEN GENlUS
MET lNSANlITY

HIGH-RES URL:
nickcaldwellcreations.com/sovereigns-of-europa 12



PILLARS OF
SATURN
PILLARS OF
SATURN
“Oh, so just giant balloons.”

 - Elizabeth (“Inner pillar” reveal sequence reaction)

Another result of the “Age of Expansion” was the
establishment of the so called “Pillars of Saturn,”
by Entropy Energy & Mining (which also fell under
the control of Zero One during the 2060’s).
Originally designed to be floating (via solar-heated
balloons) areofoil turbines, used to harness the
planets extreme winds (up 500 m/s in the upper
atmosphere) as a renewable energy source,
Entropy eventually turned to more “creative”
uses near the end of the 2050’s.

In an effort to expand, Entropy devised a
way to concentrate excess energy (not sent to
the “Solar Grid”) to the point where it could be
discharged at such a rate that even the most
hardened of surfaces (such as those on nearby
moons) could be “cracked,” which made Entropy
a major new player in the mining industry.

As the location you visit and explore after your
“dealings” on Europa, the main purpose of
going to Saturn is to use the “Pillars” in order
to “light” the way to Titan itself (see next page).

The “Pillars” also play an extremely pivotal role
during the endings of both the main game and
“The Fall.”

THlNGS OF SUCHNATURE NEVERHAVE A GREATTRACK RECORD

HIGH-RES URL:
nickcaldwellcreations.com/pillars-of-saturn 13



ENCLAVES
OF TITAN
ENCLAVES
OF TITAN
“Why do you dream only to live in its nightmare?”

 - ”Zero” (Text communication to Liz)

Titan was one of the last major colonization efforts to be undertaken during the
“Age of Expansion.”  Though mined for resources at first, once production began
to take dips into the red the moon took swift action in shifting from industry to
entertainment (Titan is like the Dubai of Space).

During this time period, “Enclave Entertainment”
(another entity that would eventually give control over to
Zero One) gained a major foothold on Titan as the leader
in providing outlets of luxury to those seeking an escape
from the hardships that came with living beyond the
confines of Earth.  To do this, Enclave turned to the
many hydro carbon lakes Titan had to offer in order to
construct numerous “Hard Light” Projection Platforms
(in the shape of hexagons and could float on the lakes),
which could interlock with one another, making the size
and scope of any virtual reality setting nearly endless
(”headset” not required).  As for power, they used
“solar receivers” on each platform to collect energy
beamed from Saturn’s “Pillars.”  This was done
since normal solar energy gathering was horribly
inefficient due to Titan’s thick atmosphere (it’s
also completely absurd, so it fits right in).

In the main game, after using the “Pillars of
Saturn” to reactivate/allow operation of the
Enclave platforms, you’ll “experience” why you
were really led/sent there in the first place.

FAMlLlAR PLACES

THROUGH NEW

FACES

EVEN THE DEADCAN TELL A TALE

HIGH-RES URL:
nickcaldwellcreations.com/enclaves-of-titan 14



NYC 2099NYC 2099
“You’re nothing but a Sheep in Wolf’s clothing.”

 - Jonathan Loch speaking to “Zero”

During the course of AfterShock: The Fall, New York City is visited
by “Zero” on December 31st, 2099, in a time when Humanity is still
trying to pick itself up after cutting ties with Zero One back on Mars
in 2072.

Along with the economic problems, (class wise, the world at large is
divided between the elites and the poor, the middle no longer exists),
Humanity is dealing with over population (95% live in urban areas
in 2099), severe pollution (major cities like NYC are plagued by heavy
smog and dust cloud cover, thus leading to the
construction of towering structures such as those
that can been seen in the image on the bottom
right), as well as having to contend with the ever
expanding problems of “UPGRADE” black markets
(think Dues Ex, and the under world of implantation
and augmentation).  Many tried to replicate the tech
Zero One offered the citizens of Olympus/space for
themselves, with “varying” results.  Some even
resorted to “implant harvesting” in order to survive
within the world of the impoverished.

As for the “upper class”/elites of Humanity
(those who benefited the most from Zero
One’s departure), some suspect that they
pushed for the quick laying of blame of Zero
One for the “Edictal Tragedy,” so that its choice
of isolating itself from Humanity would grant
them free reign in re-organizing the economy
as they saw fit after it had imploded.

In any case, these “better offs,” continue to do
well by acting as those who see themselves as
the “care takers” of the billions who now lay beneath
them economically.  By playing off of the “doing well
by doing good” act, the masses became contempt
to leave things the way they are, creating a “don’t
bite the hand that feeds you” kind of society. Things
are bad, but due to how the powerful have organized
the global economy, many hold the belief that
if “radical” and “reckless” change happened now,
things could become much worse, if not cause
destabilization without end.

In “The Fall,” the visit by “Zero” to New York
covers both the deepest dwellings of the poor,
all the way to the highest peaks of power
amongst the elites (such as “Norm: Engineering
Solutions” director Jonathan Loch, see page 23).
Eventually culminating with the event of which
the stand alone game is named after.

THE GOOD,

THE BAD AND
THE UGLY

THE CRUELTYOF HOPE

HIGH-RES URL:
nickcaldwellcreations.com/nyc-2099 15



THE EDICTALTHE EDICTAL
“As of Today, we are Tomorrow”

 - Captain Arthur S. Edwards

Born from the hopes Eleanor Lamb had for an age of coexistence between
Man (Earth) and “Machine” (Mars/”Space”), and forged by the two societies
themselves after her “apparent” assassination in 2070, the Edictal represented
an opportunity to clear the way for “life” to propagate throughout the universe.

With the advancements in “Quantum Jump” technology, (like using “tears,” but
instead of connecting two separate universes, “Jump” tears connect two spaces
within the SAME universe, and in no way could this ever be mixed...), the Edictal
was the first vessel of its size (end to end length is around 5 km) to be able to
“Jump” by itself (meaning no more relying on “Jump” stations/gates, or having to
keep the vessel’s mass under a certain amount for the on board Quantum
Drive to work). 

With her completion in 2072, the Edictal’s maiden voyage took place on the
7th of November that same year.  Commanded by “Life Beyond Earth”
(see page 19) veteran Captain Arthur S. Edwards, and flanked only by a skeleton
crew, the remaining “passengers,” who were a part of the “Eden Project,” were
situated in the “Vault” section of the ship and put into suspended animation
until the first phases of the journey were completed (”Jump”, initial scanning of
nearby systems, then setting the ship’s long term “habitation” trajectory).

In regards to the rest of the ship’s cargo, the remaining “vaults” were
used to store other species and plant life, and with the use of the ship’s
TDS (Terraform Director System) the long term mission of the Edictal
was to eventually “transplant” its biological payload to terraformed
worlds when the time and conditions were right (with the Human
population inhabiting the ship’s “metropolitan” sections during the
terraforming grace period).

Though thought to be dead, Lamb herself was also involved
with the Edictal’s creation.  Upon recovering from the attempt
on her life in 2070, Lamb decided that the Edictal was her
only chance to begin anew amongst the stars.  And with this
decision, she used the ADAM she was infused with as a child
to undergo genetic re-writing.  This was done to alter her physical
appearance in order to keep her prior life’s death a fact, thus
avoiding any unnecessary “political noise.”  Along with aiding in
the ship’s design, Lamb also managed to become the head
recruiter for the ship’s “Life Vaults,” specifically the department
that was looking for Human subjects.

Eventually calling those she recruited “The Family,” Lamb
tried her best to ensure that the human “Vault” was comprised of
every walk of life, and not just a collection of “Übermensch,”
(super humans) or the rich and powerful, stating, “Like in the case
of all things, the weak shall have the chance to become strong.”
In the end, “The Family” made up 250 of the Edictal’s
10,000 passengers.

However, during the course
of AfterShock: Edictal, you’ll
experience first hand through
Lamb’s eyes aboard the ship
itself, what it means to be lost
in both space and “time.”
With the main focus of the
game being her/your struggle
of getting the ship back to the
only place in the universe that
you can ever truly call “home.”

LOST lN
“SPACE-TlME”

lego version

HIGH-RES URL:
nickcaldwellcreations.com/to-the-stars 16



A ZERO ONE ENTITY

THOSE THAT BUILT THE FUTURE



THE INTERNATIONAL
SPACE CONSORTIUM
THE INTERNATIONAL
SPACE CONSORTIUM
“Carpe Noctem”

 - ISC Motto (Latin for “Seize the Night”)

With events such as the Apollo and Soyuz docking mission in orbit, and other cooperative actions (products of “Detente”) between the US and
USSR in the mid 1970’s, Eleanor Lamb saw the opportunity to act as the final push (via as UN Secretary General) to bring both East and West
together permanently, and end the Cold War through peace and progress.

By using the possibilities that could be achieved if the two halves of the world worked together (with space exploration being the strongest of
examples used - FUN FACT: Lamb is inspired to do all of this after witnessing the world’s reaction to the Moon Landing while she was traveling/getting
to know the world directly after BioShock 2), Lamb’s efforts proved invaluable, and in 1975 the conflict of political, cultural, and economic supremacy
that threatened the world with nuclear ruin gave way to a new world.  A world where East and West were united in order to build a future neither could
achieve on their own.  It was with this that the ISC came to be.

A merger of every space fairing organization the planet had to offer (majority coming from both NASA and the Soviet Space Program) the
International Space Consortium became the be-all and end-all authority in paving Humanity’s path towards the stars.  With most of the major
re-organization completed by the end of 1976, the ISC’s first major goal was to send Humans to Mars by the middle of the next decade.  This
promise was then realized when the first footprints were made on the red planet in 1984 (FUN FACT: This was NASA’s original goal in our “time”).

With Mars as the major long term plan of the ISC, the organization also had its sights on other regions of space much closer to home,
such as the Moon.  Thanks to NASA’s famed “Machine on the Moon” mission just prior to the ISC’s formation, significant scientific
hurtles had already been cleared, (with the leap taken in space robotics granting the ability to scout Mars and prepare the necessary data
for the eventual Human mission).  This eventually led to the establishment of “Tranquility Base,” and as mentioned earlier, it would become
a literal “stepping stone” for Humanity in its quest to reach out across the solar system and beyond.

The ISC would also go on to be the major driving force behind the founding of Olympus on Mars in 1995, as well as be one of the major
organizations that would lead Humanity’s contributions during its joint effort with Zero One to construct the Edictal between 2070 and 2072.

HISTORY NOTE:
Though Eleanor Lamb was the difference maker on the political side of things, the technological front was altered greatly thanks to the efforts of
the US government in bringing Charles Milton Porter and NASA engineers together.  This was due to the US wanting to continue using space as
a means to further “one up” the USSR (rather than abandon it and saying “been there, done that”), and to do that, they needed to do more than
just land on the moon for the sake of the nice view and gathering rocks.  Thus, with this new partnership, the scope of the Apollo program grew
immensely.  The key was that the technology was advanced enough so that funding would go towards the missions themselves and not the all
consuming black hole that was Research & Development, something that “other” worlds just couldn’t deal with (unfortunately they never had a
genius like Porter to give them that ever so slight “push” that was needed).  However, most of the collaboration was one sided, with Porter
integrating his “Thinker” based algorithms into NASA’s mission critical systems, and the engineers playing the role of student.

“...the world is about to change.”
- Eleanor Lamb, 1968 (End of BioShock 2)

AND TO THlNK THEY CALLEDTHAT OTHER OUTCOME “PEACE”

lN THE END THEY WEREN'T CAREFUL ENOUGH

HIGH-RES URL:
nickcaldwellcreations.com/peace-for-our-time 18



EARTH

MARS

LUNA

LIFE BEYOND
EARTH
LIFE BEYOND
EARTH
“Providing Homes away from Home”

 - LBE Slogan

With the ISC acting as the risk taking pioneer of space, “Life Beyond Earth,”
was the private organization which settled in and built the markets behind 
its wake.

A spin off company of Apollo Airlines (yes, the same Apollo Airlines from
the beginning of BioShock, as well as the cameo version from Gone Home.
Inspiration came from Pan Am and its real world plans for flights to the Moon),
Life Beyond Earth was initially created to offer services in space tourism, with
the organization turning to providing permanent habitation options in the long
run.  The movement of the masses that used this outlet to
populate the Moon and Mars was termed by many
historians back on Earth as “The Second Exodus”
(in non-biblical terms, it was literally
the new “new world/worlds”).

As time went on however, and
places like Olympus became more
independent from Earth’s influence,
both the ISC and LBE were slowly
forced out of their respected
jurisdictions within Martian territories
(Mars and the Saturnian and Jovian
systems), with the Martian City and
its “servant” machine Zero One
assuming the reigns over every
sector of space that wasn’t within
the immediate control of the Earth
(mostly just the Moon).

Though greatly downsized from their
previous glory days, the ISC and LBE
still functioned as the primary space
services between the Earth and Moon
(with LBE still acting as a means for people
to travel to Mars and become citizens, until
ending all operations during the “Upload
Era” in the mid 2060’s, see next page). This
came to a head in 2070 (after the “Lamb
Assassination”) when the two parties (ISC
and LBE) partnered with Zero One in
constructing “The Edictal,” with LBE acting
as the promoter and operator of the vessel.

Unfortunately, as promising as this act
of collaboration seemed to be, with many
hoping it would be the first of many in a new
era, it was to be their last (as the Edictal
colonized new worlds, it was also going to be
used to “Jump” resources back to the Moon,
where more ships like
the Edictal were to
be constructed).

BEYOND THESEA lNDEED
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ZERO ONEZERO ONE
“We want a servant, not a master.”

 - Charles Porter’s letter of discharge from the Zero One Initiative

The focal point of the entire series, Zero One is the super computer that was built under Mars‘ Olympus
Mons (now a dormant volcano, but its remaining connections to the ancient network of Martian magma
chambers of the Tharsis bulge is used to satisfy the enormous power needs of both Olympus and Zero One),
and became the very foundation of the city of Olympus itself.  Conceived during the  “Zero One Initiative,”
(which at the time was conducted through the ISC in the late 1990’s, ending with its completion of Zero
One in early 2000) the idea of the project was to create the ultimate machine which would act as a servant
to Humanity on Mars/throughout the rest of space (similar to the “Multivac” in Isaac Asimov’s short story
“All the Troubles in the World”).

During its development, Charles Milton Porter chose to become involved with the project
in order to gain access to much more powerful resources so as to propel his research in
Artificial Intelligence.  After his emotional experience with the
“Pearl Experiment” back in Rapture, as well as seeing what
lengths a machine like his “Thinker” was able to go to via its
own free will to save his life, Porter has since discontinued
his efforts towards “Personality Duplication” in order to create
intelligence through “original” means.  And the only way he
saw to take the next leap in this endeavor was to take
advantage of what was being done in Olympus.

Though he made great strides in AI development, his
efforts were eventually snuffed out by his fellow Zero One
Initiative peers and was ultimately dismissed from the project
altogether for his so called “questionable” work.  However, in the
eyes of the public, the story was crafted to make it seem Porter
had been relieved due to health risks. This false reasoning was
done to suppress the knowledge that an AI was being illegally
developed (computer coding was kept to strict standards at the
time, and just like Porter’s letter of discharge said, “We want a
servant, not a master”).  Even though Porter’s work/code was
removed from Zero One, enough “damage”/change had already
occurred within the machine (fragments, which separate, seemed
to have no relation what so ever), and in the decades that followed,
independent sentience, such as “Zero,” came to fruition.

As for Zero One itself, the massive “Machine under the Mountain,”
quickly made a name for itself by becoming a vital tool during the
development of “Quantum Jumping,” when it proved its viability
in 2012 (via simulation), and then being used to design the
“Quantum Drive” in the decade that followed.  Thus kicking off
the “Age of Expansion” (travel times cut from years to seconds)
which paved the way for the colonization of the Saturnian (Saturn)
and Jovian (Jupiter) systems.

With Zero One continuing to grow in power and influence (by the
late 2060’s almost everything that wasn’t on Earth or the Moon
was ran via the machine), the society that inhabited Mars and her
colonies began to become seduced by the concept of the “Digital
Mind.”  An idea that was seen as the final step towards achieving
one of the few things Humanity has always lusted for, immortality.

“Forfeit the Flesh,” a phrase which soon became the one and
only talking point in space, was the tag line used to describe the
act of “uploading” one’s mind into the machine.  And one by one,
the citizens of Space submitted to this new way of “living.”
Unfortunately, it was here when the divisions between the
worlds of Man (Earth) and now “Machine” (Mars/Space) first
truly came into being (the highly altered/”UPGRADED” citizens of Mars/Space was already
making the relationship between the 2 “worlds” testy to begin with, but “uploading” destabilized everything by
questioning the very definition of “life” itself).  Through Zero One, the so called, “Utopia without the People,” was born.

A TRUE RlDDlNG
OF THE “SELF”

PORTER’S

lNFLUENCE WENT

BEYOND JUST

SOFTWARE
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THE OVERWATCHTHE OVERWATCH
“We traded Big Daddy for Big Brother.”

 - R. Lutece (Never said in any of the games, but it’s probably something they would say)

With the increase in reliance on machines and networks such as Zero One, both the
Earth and Mars/Space were beginning to feel the troublesome side of the Digital Age.
Not long after Zero One came online in Olympus in 2000, “hacking,” claimed the title
of most common crime.  Though this was mostly a problem back on Earth, the idea of
compromising a system with as many responsibilities and data as Zero One made
Olympus and its ultimate machine the greatest prize of them all.

In response to this, “The Overwatch,” was swiftly put into development and integrated directly
into Zero One in the later half of 2001 (purely software, so think of it as a super anti-virus/hacker
protection program).  With the ability to monitor all of Zero One’s actions at all times, no intrusion
attempt or threat in general (either software based or even physical) went unnoticed.  In time the
system itself would almost be as much of a house hold name (even on Earth) as the very
machine it was safeguarding.

Even though the Overwatch does not have self-awareness
characteristics (like “Zero”) or even the full capabilities
of a “servant” such as Zero One, the system was
designed to be a master of problem solving on the fly
in order to handle any threat that may come to
itself/Zero One (also used to carry out Zero One’s
Repair and Maintenance Protocols, which occurs during
the main game).  It exists only to perform its role as a
“protector,” nothing more.

As for the games, The Overwatch appears in both the
main game and “The Fall.”  In both experiences the
system is meant to come across as a faceless entity,
one with no motives other than to self preserve itself/Zero
One.  And though you never really “see” it, you know it’s
always there, watching and discerning possible threats.
Only when you have the misfortune of encountering the
over powering glare of its iconic shield insignia will you
know something it doesn’t find suitable is about to come
to an abrupt (and sometimes violent) end.

HIGH-RES URLS:
nickcaldwellcreations.com/leave-well-enough-alone
nickcaldwellcreations.com/to-begin
nickcaldwellcreations.com/gatekeeper-of-the-gods

THAT “OTHER”

MACHlNE WAS

ALL TALK
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THE HELPING
HAND
THE HELPING
HAND
“A Mark you can Trust”

 - Anonymous

During the first few years after the collapse of
Earth’s economy due to Zero One entering what
many saw as “The Great Sleep,” a small band
of anonymous citizens (who had the foresight to see the
coming division of Humankind between the rich and poor)
sought to create another avenue of aid to those who would
be in need, rather than have them solely depend on the
resources that were being provided by the “elite.”

Structure wise “The Helping Hand” (which was
a name the masses of urban populations gave
it due to the continuing appearances of the red
hand print used by its “members”) was composed
of no real leadership.  Instead, it was an
underground movement of individuals wanting
to aid their fellow friends, family, and strangers
alike (the hand print was slowly adopted
over time).

Thriving in the sprawl of the ever growing
metropolises of the world, The Helping Hand
grew to become a thorn in the side of the
institutions which before profited greatly
from being the only providers of shelter and
food/other resources to the impoverished
masses.  However, like so many times before
it, this manifestation of altruism was called out
by the upper class as a dangerous producer
of dependency, one which they labeled as
a destroyer of “hard working values” and the
drive to become better than what you are.
Needless to say, because of this, the presence
of the Helping Hand was slowly pushed to ever
more secluded locales as time went on.

Though the problems of dependency were
an issue for both sides, most knew that
the biggest danger The Helping Hand ever
posed to society was really just cutting into
the bottom line of the higher ups.

In AfterShock: The Fall, during “Zero’s” visit
to New York City in 2099, the presence of the
Helping Hand can be seen throughout the
“lower dwellings” of the city.

lTS SlMPLlClTY
lS HlSTORlCAL
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NORM: ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS
NORM: ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS
“The Machine is order made manifest”

 - Jonathan Loch (Norm: Engineering Solutions Director)

Founded in 2054 by the world’s prodigy of engineering, Jonathan Loch,
Norm: Engineering Solutions quickly became the leading construction
contractor on Earth (due large in part to the mergers it made with other
large engineering firms in order to compete with Zero One’s capabilities).
In 2070, Norm was selected as the builder of “The Edictal,” and provided
the Human labor which worked along side Zero One on the project
(which did most of the designing and major per-fabrication).

As the lead developer of the greatest construction project
in Human/”Machine” history, Norm increased its operational
abilities to the point that it earned a spot amongst the few
entities on Earth which managed to survive the transition into
the “Post Mars Economy,” (result of the Edictal Tragedy in
2072 and subsequent isolation of Zero One from Humanity).

In the 27 years following the “loss/disappearance” of the Edictal,
Norm took it upon itself to build the world up once again, playing on
the phrase “Salvaging the world they left behind.”  Though most of
the worlds resources had been severely depleted by its desperate
scramble to keep up right during Zero One’s “departure,” (as well as
by the Edictal’s enormous needs nearly 3 decades prior), Norm still
managed to proceed in its second most ambitious undertaking to
date, the “Terra Cruiser Project” (see image to the right, both Norm
and the Cruisers were inspired by industrial designer Norman Bel
Geddes and his “Airliner Number 4” design).

Sturdy as an ocean fairing vessel, but streamlined like an airliner
(basically a giant flying boat), Norm’s “Terra Cruisers” were
designed as massive region development platforms which could
operate anywhere amongst the seas or skies, ranging from supply
drops and population relocation, to resource distribution and even
luxury (used as the “sites” for Norm’s New Year’s Eve celebrations
in 2099 to mark the dawning of the new century, one where it saw
itself as the world’s only hope for a better future).

As for its director, Jonathan Loch, the engineer turned leading
figure of Humanity in the age of the “Great Sleep” of Zero One,
is an individual in the AfterShock story who profoundly holds to
the way of thinking that machinery is the only way for Humanity
to better itself, and that it was “...order made manifest.” He
also believes that the “Machine” (whether it be Zero One, or
something of Norm’s own creation) could never rank higher
than that of “servant.”  Style/personality wise, he’s similar to
S.R. Hadden from the movie adaptation of Carl Sagan’s novel
“Contact,” but less remorseful and not withered by cancer.

In the games, Norm and Jonathan Loch together act as
one of the major figures in AfterShock: The Fall, with the
relationship between “Zero” (and its representation of the
“living” machine) and Loch (who believes such a thing
can/should never be, and that a machine can only ever
“complement” Humanity, but never be its equal) providing
the spark that causes the Earth you see during the main
game to come into being.

lT ALL ENDS lN “TEARS”
HIGH-RES URL:
nickcaldwellcreations.com/new-norm
nickcaldwellcreations.com/norm
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MAKE SPACE YOUR PLACE!

UPGRADES AND GADGETS



TOOLS OF
THE TRADE
TOOLS OF
THE TRADE
“Upgrade the Right Way!”

 - UPGRADE Slogan

Space is a demanding and harsh environment to live in (whether actually in
space or on worlds besides Earth), and in both AfterShock and AfterShock: Edictal
(see next page for details regarding “The Fall) ”UPGRADES” and devices such as
the “Master Blaster” are tools which will aid you through the many diverse locales
you’ll experience throughout the games.

Out of the many UPGRADES which were
made available, via Zero One, for the citizens
of Mars/Space to “alter” their nature and
adapt more comfortably to life amongst the
stars (similar to System Shock’s implants),
the ones that can be acquired in AfterShock
are all specifically geared towards helping
the player “combat” and correctly traverse
the environment they are presented with
(such as gaining the ability to access
areas you couldn’t before like in
Metroidvania type games).

Due to how the story plays out over the
course of the games, there won’t be any,
“shooting people in the face” this time
around, mostly because there isn’t anyone
to shoot in the first place (literally in the
case of the main game and most of
“Edictal”) These games are purely about
exploration and conquering the greatest
enemy of them all, the setting itself.  Also, 
these tools serve to elevate the games
beyond what otherwise would be
“walking simulators” without them.
(I prefer to refer to them as “FPX,”
First Person Experience).

HIGH-RES URLS:
nickcaldwellcreations.com/armstrong-b
                                          /map-maestro           
                                          /lead-line-b
                                          /lunas-light-b
                                          /master-blaster

PRACTlCAL AS WELL,

SOME THlNGS DO CHANGE

Quick Look:
Map Maestro provides
“in game” navigation.
Luna’s Light allows you
to see “everything.”
Armstrong is the second
coming of Telekinesis.
Lead Line keeps out
the many hazards that
come with traversing
locales beyond Earth.
And the Master Blaster
is your go to source for
melting, freezing, and
shocking.
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lego versionIP #77IP #77
“The pinnacle of private
space travel.”

 - Interplanetary Series Advertisement

The flagship product of Sovereign Fabrication, the
“IP” Series (Interplanetary Series) was created for
private clients who desired transport across space
on their own terms.

Fully equipped for both space and in atmosphere
flight, plus the addition of a “Quantum Jump Drive,”
meant the IP Series could get you anywhere within the solar
system in just a matter of minutes.  However, if you’re more
into sight seeing, it has traditional thrusters for that as well.

In AfterShock (just the main game), the player
(Elizabeth) will in time, as mentioned before, find
themselves in need of a ship of their own in order
to gain access to Saturn, and then ultimately Titan.
To do this, a traversal of one of the great subsurface
ocean “Sovereign” class fabricators on Europa will
be necessary so as to literally fabricate the ship
you’ll need to accomplish the journey.

GAMEPLAY/STORY NOTE:

At the time the game takes place (2208), the
fabricators on Europa are well over 100 years
old.  So once your ship has been fabricated,
let’s just say you’ll be making a quick exit in
order to avoid being laid to rest in a watery
grave once more.

As for the “#77” nomenclature, the ship
you fabricate in the game just happens
to be the 77th one that fabricator has
created in its lifetime of operation.  It’s
meant to be a throwback to Booker
DeWitt and how “unfortunate” the number
7 was to him, but since your playing as
Elizabeth (AKA: Anna DeWitt), this time
you’ll ultimately be owing your life to it.
(Though you could say it’s still unlucky
since its very creation gets you into
trouble in the first place).

MORE LlKE
A CLOSE
SECOND
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ALL TOGETHER NOWALL TOGETHER NOW
(SHOWN)
Character concept
for Elizabeth in
AfterShock.

AFTERSHOCK: EDICTAL
Eleanor’s concept would be
fairly similar (gameplay wise).
The difference would be her
ability to use the ADAM she
is infused with to generate
“Natural” Plasmids that
would grant her powers
in Telekinesis, Fire, Ice, and
Electricity (one similar to
how “Peeping Tom” worked
in “Burial at Sea” replaces
“Luna’s Light”) instead of
relying on an “UPGRADE”
or a “Master Blaster”
(She will still use “Map
Maestro”, but no
“Monocross” or
communicator either, since
both are crafted items that
Liz makes herself during
the main game).

AFTERSHOCK:
THE FALL
Zero’s concept would
ideally be “naked,”
(errors due to Zero
One being in “Sleep
Mode”) in order to
create a “helpless
machine lost in an
unfamiliar world” tone
(except for using
the HUD to display
“actions” The
Overwatch is taking
while it solves “The
Human Question”).

SPECIAL NOTE:
The coat Elizabeth
is wearing was
“borrowed” (by the
Lutece twins) from
another world some
may find familiar,
and the under shirt
bearing the Life
Beyond Earth logo is
numbered 00451 for
“tradition” reasons.
Story wise, it’s a
shirt from Edictal
“Vault” Passenger
#451 out of 10,000

HIGH-RES URL: nickcaldwellcreations.com/aftershock-elizabeth 27



THE PLAY ITSELF

the BIG picture

WARNlNG
SPOlLERS FOR

AFTERSHOCK, BlOSHOCK,

AND EVEN SYSTEM SHOCK,

WlLL BE DlSCUSSED





AFTERSHOCK: GENERATIONS

the end game



PARADISE OR
PERDITION
PARADISE OR
PERDITION
“Suggest making the most of it”

(Note left for Elizabeth at the beginning of AfterShock is
left by her at the end of the game for the Edictal survivors)

WARNING: Ending details will be discussed.

In AfterShock you explore and discover the “what once was”
of a ”lost tomorrow” (with the only remnants of Humanity being
yourself and the uploaded minds which now “live” within
the confines of a machine).  With “The Fall,” you experience
how a part of that said lost tomorrow came to be (Humanity’s
extinction event), and with “Edictal” you’ll experience the journey
that at first loses it’s way from Humanity (via “jumping” into a
different “universe”), thus triggering the chain events back on
Earth leading to Humanity’s extinction in “The Fall,” all the way
to its eventually return during the time period when the main
game ends (right as Olympus/Zero One/”Zero” and most
importantly The Overwatch are destroyed, thus ensuring
the ships safe arrival on Earth, thanks to “Zero” and Liz’s efforts).

Now we head towards what this truly is all about, “A New Time.”
At the end of AfterShock (when the Edictal crash lands onto
the Rapture Plateau, refer to the “Timeline” to know why
Rapture was the location), Liz activates the ships Terraform
Director System, and with it, “The Long Count,” as well.
Counting down the duration of 300 years in seconds, the
TDS slowly begins to return the dead Earth (thanks to
“The Fall”) back to the lush blue pearl it once was.  As for
life itself, nearly every species from before is reintroduced
at different periods of the count, all of which culminates
with the count reaching 0 and the Human “vault” being
opened.  It is here when the habitation of “Rapture Island,”
begins, and though this moment is only briefly shown during
the after credits sequence of “Edictal,” the fourth and “final”
game in the series will take over from that point forward,
AfterShock: Generations.

In this game you take the reigns of an Edictal “Vault” survivor
(whose appearance is randomized at the start, but is allowed
to be changed as the game progresses to whatever the player
desires) and are given the freedom to forge the future of a
new Humanity (if they so choose, see below).  Things may
start out on an island, but in this game, the world and even
the stars (starting with the places you visited as Liz in the
main game, then possibly expanding over time to places
beyond even the solar system, such as those hinted at
during the “misadventures” of the Edictal) could become
a part of your domain.  The only question is, will it be
paradise or perdition?

If I had to describe how the game would play in the quickest way possible, I would say it’s a combination of BioShock, System Shock, Fallout,
and Civilization.  At its heart, player agency would be front and center, but in such a way that if you want to be the driving force behind what “sculps”
the world(s), you can, but you should also have the ability to “step back” so to speak, so as to allow things to forge ahead into who knows what
without the need of having you be the center of attention (everything is always “evolving,” but how much of a “dent” you make is up to you).

As said before, this game would be the 4th in line to be developed, and would be EXTREMELY ambitious, so for now it’s only a vague concept,
unlike the others (as time goes on, be on the look out for more details on this one).  In all, “Generations” represents the long term future of the
series, with the “Trilogy” of experiences that would precede it acting as the pieces that literally set the stage for it.

TlME ROTSEVERYTHlNG

SO lT CAN MAKE

ROOM FOR THE

NEXT THlNG
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POCKET DE TEMPS LIBRAIRIE

every world has a story to tell



TRUTH
IS STRANGER
THAN FICTION

TRUTH
IS STRANGER
THAN FICTION
Out of the three after credits sequences for the
respected AfterShock games, the sequence for
AfterShock proper holds a special place since it
involves every game to bear the “Shock” name.

Upon the credits coming to an end, the screen will fade
into a colorfully lit scene (“La Vie en rose” begins to play on
a record player in the background) with the player assuming
the view point of Anna DeWitt in a world (takes place in 1904,
so she is 11) where she was never “sold”, laying on the ground
in a Paris Bookstore (with Booker in the background) where she
is seen reading the final pages of “Child of Man” (with other
books with titles relating to the other games being seen lying
all around her).  In short, it would show that the Lutece’s are
using novels to present what they’ve seen in “other” worlds to
the “better off”/normal version of Anna/Elizabeth, thus
subtly tying together all of the games, and at the same
time providing “visual” closure for veteran players.

Also, as Anna is reading the ending of
“Child of Man,” Booker tells her that it’s
getting late, however, she replies by
saying that the story isn’t over yet.  She
then asks if she can take the book with
her, along with “A Night the Stars Fell” and
“The Second Odyssey,” all of which act
as teasers for the Epilogue chapter of the
main game and the 2 supplement games
(”The Fall” and “Edictal”) which should
be played thereafter (in that order).

MAKlNG AMENDS VlA

HER “BETTER HALF”

HIGH-RES URL:
nickcaldwellcreations.com/shock-saga-collection
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RESOURCESRESOURCES
aftershock: chapter one

nickcaldwellcreations.com/aftershock-chapter-one

aftershock “teaser” videos

“Beyond”: youtube.com/watch?v=X2UnBumgKlA

“Utopia”: youtube.com/watch?v=gSWyx5sTr_s

“LegoShock”: youtube.com/watch?v=jtPzFbrZxP8
(Lego versions of the Edictal, IP #77, and Olympus)

aftershock box art and main menu mock ups

nickcaldwellcreations.com/aftershock-mock-ups

HIGH-RES URLS:
nickcaldwellcreations.com/ultimate-5
nickcaldwellcreations.com/ultimate-6

society6.com/nccreations
(Buy prints of my illustrations and photography)

patreon.com/nccreations
(Become a monthly contributing patron)

nickcaldwellcreations.com  (My portfolio site)

the adventure continues
I intend to write/plan out the remaining chapters for all
of the games (at least 12 so far).  However, I’m an independent
graphic designer/illustrator, photographer, and video editor,
so working on other projects for clients comes first in order
to make ends meet.

If you would like to throw in your support, so that I may
perhaps afford the ability to dedicate more time to this
whole thing, refer to the options below, and thank you.
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WHY ASK “WHAT?”

WHEN THE QUESTlON

lS “WHEN?”


